With predicted decreases in genetic diversity and greater genetic differentiation at range peripheries relative to their cores, it can be difficult to distinguish between the roles of current disturbance versus historic processes in shaping contemporary genetic patterns. To address this problem, we test for differences in historic demography and landscape genetic structure of coastal giant salamanders (Dicamptodon tenebrosus) in two core regions (Washington State, United States) versus the species' northern peripheral region (British Columbia, Canada) where the species is listed as threatened. Coalescent-based demographic simulations were consistent with a pattern of post-glacial range expansion, with both ancestral and current estimates of effective population size being much larger within the core region relative to the periphery. However, contrary to predictions of recent human-induced population decline in the less genetically diverse peripheral region, there was no genetic signature of population size change. Effects of current demographic processes on genetic structure were evident using a resistance-based landscape genetics approach. Among core populations, genetic structure was best explained by length of the growing season and isolation by resistance (i.e. a 'flat' landscape), but at the periphery, topography (slope and elevation) had the greatest influence on genetic structure. Although reduced genetic variation at the range periphery of D. tenebrosus appears to be largely the result of biogeographical history rather than recent impacts, our analyses suggest that inherent landscape features act to alter dispersal pathways uniquely in different parts of the species' geographic range, with implications for habitat management.
Introduction
Processes structuring genetic diversity across species' ranges are complex, particularly as populations can vary in connectivity across heterogeneous or fragmented landscapes, or be influenced by geographically variable biogeographical histories that shape current genetic variation [1, 2] . The 'central-marginal' hypothesis predicts greater genetic diversity and gene flow toward the geographic centre of species' ranges, with less diversity and more genetic differentiation towards the distributional margins [3] [4] [5] . Recent studies indicate a variety of mechanisms that may shape diverse central-marginal genetic patterns (reviewed in [5] ), such as historical processes occurring during post-glacial range expansion [6] [7] [8] , long-distance dispersal events, biotic and abiotic events, and landscape heterogeneity [1] . Historical processes may result in genetic patterns that can be misinterpreted as effects of current anthropogenic disturbance at range margins [9] [10] [11] , or conversely, show that current demographic processes override historical factors [4] .
Peripheral populations generally occur in marginal habitats or areas that are climatically unfavourable, which may limit further expansion and result in genetically isolated populations that have an increased risk of local extinction [12] . The genetic underpinnings of these processes may result from founder events, with a decrease in effective population size (N e ) and population connectivity at the periphery [3] . This becomes relevant for the evolutionary potential of species inhabiting peripheral habitats, and, is of particular concern for edge populations subject to fragmentation or climate change [8, 13, 14] .
Hence, disentangling the effects of anthropogenic disturbance versus historical biogeographical processes across species' ranges will help to avoid bias in conservation strategies based on a single study area [7, 10, 15] . A combination of landscape genetics techniques and coalescent modelling provides a potential solution to this problem. In contrast to traditional methods that estimate gene flow with post-hoc inferences of landscape effects (e.g. [9, 16, 17] ), landscape genetics can yield subtle quantitative differences in habitat or climatic variables that influence contemporary dispersal [18, 19] . Coalescent demographic modelling can be used to incorporate the phylogeographical framework in which a species' genetic diversity has been shaped [5] . For example, populations with a history of glaciation may have experienced large fluctuations in effective population size and migration rates that have shaped patterns of genetic variation in contemporary populations [5] . Together, landscape genetics and coalescent modelling offer a powerful means to test the relative influence of historical demography and contemporary landscape genetic patterns on genetic divergence and gene flow in central and peripheral parts of a species' range.
Amphibians are highly suited to the study of landscape genetic patterns due to their limited dispersal capacity and sensitivity to fine-scale landscape structure [20, 21] . In addition, amphibians are declining globally, highlighting the critical role of conservation strategies that are guided by molecular insights into habitat use and connectivity [22, 23] . Using the coastal giant salamander (Dicamptodon tenebrosus) as our focal species, we test whether historical or recent factors have affected population genetic structure at the species' northern periphery versus two core localities using a combination of coalescent modelling and a landscape genetics approach.
Our sample regions are located within the northern clade of D. tenebrosus, which was formed by post-Pleistocene range expansion from the Columbia River Valley in Washington State, USA, up to the northern range limit, which is delineated by the Fraser River in British Columbia [24, 25] . Post-glacial range expansions are expected to result in a reduction in N e and genetic variation at range margins [13] . In such 'recently' colonised areas, an overriding effect of historical factors is expected to result in reduced among-population genetic differentiation due to the homogenizing effect of continued gene flow and retained ancestral polymorphisms [4, 26, 27] . In contrast, a high degree of genetic structuring is suggestive of more recent factors that may be limiting dispersal, for example, recently formed landscape barriers or habitat fragmentation [9] . Highly active forestry activities throughout the range of D. tenebrosus over the last 100 years are a likely driver of fragmentation effects [16, 28, 29, 30] .
Although not currently a species of concern in the United States, D. tenebrosus is listed as nationally 'Threatened' (COSEWIC, 2002) in Canada and is on the Provincial 'Red List' in British Columbia, primarily due to impacts of forest harvest and urban encroachment [16, 28, 30] . With over 75% of species at risk in Canada being at their northern range periphery, yet common in the continental USA, there is a need to distinguish inherent biological processes from anthropogenic disturbances that influence these populations, particularly under predicted pole-ward range shifts due to climate change [14] .
Using a coalescent demographic simulation [31] we investigate changes in recent and historical N e in core and peripheral regions. Current influences on genetic structure are examined using a multiple pathway approach based on circuit theory that identifies how gene flow is limited by landscape resistance in terms of topographical, climatic and land cover features [2, 32] . This approach improves conventional gene flow models as it integrates all possible pathways connecting populations across the landscape [32] .
Under expectations of the historical biogeography of D. tenebrosus [24] and central-marginal theory, we hypothesise that, (1) the peripheral region will have reduced genetic diversity and Ne, and if so, (2) historical range-expansion processes will have shaped current genetic patterns when the peripheral region shows a stable historic-to-recent population size compared with the core region, which is predicted to show an expansion signature (e.g. [26] ), and, (3) recently formed landscape-driven genetic structure will be stronger at the periphery than the core if it is subject to increased stressors associated with habitat marginality or fragmentation. In addressing these hypotheses, we aim to tease apart whether factors impeding current gene flow are related to contemporary human impacts (e.g. deforestation, developed land) inherent landscape features (e.g. topography), and/or legacy effects of historical demographic processes within each region.
Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
All field and laboratory work was conducted with approval of the University of British Columbia Animal Care Committee (permit A08-0241) and the Washington State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Study System
The coastal giant salamander (D. tenebrosus) occurs in small streams from sea level to 1830 m elevation in the Pacific Northwest coniferous forests of the United States and southwestern Canada [30, 33] . In Canada, the species occupies only a small area (,100 km 2 ) in the Chilliwack River watershed of British Columbia. Dicamptodon tenebrosus is highly sedentary [34] and has a gill-breathing larval stage lasting between 2-6 years prior to metamorphosis into the terrestrial adult form and reproductive maturity (at 15-35 cm total length) [30] . The species is believed to live for up to 20 years and is assumed to breed every two years [35] . It also shows facultative neoteny, whereby the larvae mature into gill-breathing, reproductive adults.
Sampling
Dicamptodon tenebrosus larvae, neotenes and terrestrial adults were sampled from a total of 39 randomly selected streams in three regions. Two core regions were selected in the United States within the southernmost area of the species' northern clade (extends through Washington State in to southern BC): Willapa Hills (WH), (area sampled ,50 km 2 ), South Cascades (SC) (area sampled ,40 km 2 ) ( Figure 1 ). These sites were closed to the Pleistocene glacial refugium, which was inhabited by ancestral populations that formed the northern clade of D. tenebrosus [24] . Thus, these sites are expected to represent core populations with the highest genetic diversity. The third site was from the species' northernmost range in British Columbia, Canada, within the Chilliwack Valley (CV) (area sampled ,70 km 2 out of the 100 km 2 total range in Canada) ( Figure 1 , Table S1 ). For WH and SC, sampling was conducted between March and September Table S1 , described for CV in Dudaniec and Richardson [30] ). A sample of tail tissue (2-10 mm 2 ) was taken from each individual and preserved in 95% ethanol for DNA extraction as described in Steele et al. [36] and Dudaniec et al. [37] .
DNA extraction and genotyping
DNA extractions were performed using a standard phenolchloroform ethanol precipitation protocol [38] or using a QIA-GEN DNeasy 96 Tissue kit (QIAGEN, Inc.). Samples were genotyped at nine polymorphic microsatellite markers (Table S2) following conditions outlined in Steele et al. [39] and run on 96-well plates with negative and positive controls. For WH and SC samples, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions for microsatellite amplifications followed those of Steele et al. [38] . Samples from CV followed PCR conditions described in Dudaniec et al. [37] for six loci. Products were genotyped on an ABI3730 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). The remaining three loci for CV (D04, D13 and D14) were amplified using a M13-tailed primer protocol [40] in a 10 ml PCR total reaction volume on a PTC-100 Thermocycler (MJ Research). PCRs contained 10X PCR Buffer, 2.0 mM dNTPs, 1.0 pmol each of M13-labelled forward and unlabelled reverse primer, 1.0 pmol M13-labelled reverse primer, 1 U Taq DNA polymerase, and 10-20 ng of genomic DNA. Amplification conditions followed those of Steele et al. [39] except denaturation, annealing, and elongation steps were increased to 60, 45 and 60 seconds respectively. For CV samples only, D04, D13 and D14 were genotyped on a LICOR sequencer with a 350 bp ladder and loci were scored manually using LI-COR SagaGT Software. Genotypes obtained from the LICOR sequencer were aligned with WH and SC data by subtracting the 18 bp M13 tail from all allele calls, and ten WH and SC samples were run on the LI-COR platform to confirm consistent allele size scoring across datasets. All other loci were manually scored using Genemapper 3.7 (Applied Biosystems, Inc.), and alleles were visually aligned to ensure consistent allele scoring across core and peripheral datasets (Table S2 ). All loci were scored by the same researcher (RYD).
Individuals with missing genetic data at three or more loci were excluded from the dataset. Individuals from each stream were screened for genetic relatedness in the program Colony 2.0 [41] and full sibs were removed from each stream, with one member of each full sib-ship retained. GenAlEx 6.2 [42] was used to obtain observed and expected heterozygosities for each locus. Each locus was tested for linkage disequilibrium and conformity to HardyWeinberg Equilibrium within each stream in Genepop 4.0.1 [43] . The presence of null alleles was assessed using MICRO-CHECKER 2.2.3 [44] . Significance was assessed following Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons [45] .
Genetic differentiation between regions
Genetic differentiation between the three study regions (WH, SC, CV) was examined using six loci that were in HW equilibrium across all regions, which excluded D05, D17 and D25 (not in HW equilibrium for WH). Allelic richness within regions was calculated in FSTAT 2.9 [46] correcting for sample size. F ST between regions and sites was calculated in Microsatellite Analyser 4.05 (MSA) [47] and significance assessed after Bonferroni correction (P,0.05). Partitioning of genetic variation within and across regions was examined using AMOVA in GenAlEx. To further confirm that gene flow between CV, WH and SC was restricted, and validate their classification as separate regions, we analysed all data in STRUCTURE [48] . Ten runs of K = 1-6 were performed with a 50 000 burn in and 1000000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations, under a model of admixture and correlated allele frequencies. The number of genetic clusters (K) was determined using the method of Evanno et al. [49] and using the ln K method [50] . Individuals were assigned to clusters when the assignment probability was $0.7.
Historical versus recent demographic processes
We examined whether there were historic or recent changes in effective population sizes and the timing of these changes in core Table S1 . Some sites are located in small, unmarked streams. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0036769.g001 versus peripheral regions, using MSVAR 1.3 [31, 51] . Given that SC contained the majority of genetic variation in the core regions, had a more comparable sample size with CV, and due to high computation requirements, we conducted separate simulations for SC and CV only. For consistency, we excluded locus D05 from CV (which was not in HW equilibrium within SC), resulting in an identical set of eight loci for each region. MSVAR 1.3 assumes a stepwise microsatellite mutation model [52] and estimates the posterior probability distribution of several parameters using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations based on the observed distribution of microsatellite alleles and their repeat numbers. The model assumes that the demographic parameters are identical across loci, while mutation rates are free to vary [31] .
The parameters of interest for the current study were: current effective population size (N 0 ), ancestral population size at the time of demographic change (N 1 ), and the time in generations since population size change T = T a /N 0 (T a = number of generations since the beginning of the expansion/decline) [51] . Generation time is unknown for D. tenebrosus, yet we used a conservative generation time estimate of 12.5 years for simulations of 'time since population change', based on a predicted maximum life-span of 20 yrs [33] . The ratio of the posterior distributions of current and ancestral effective population sizes were calculated (where r = N 0 /N 1 ) to determine population size changes where r = 1 indicates stability, r.1 indicates expansion, and r,1 indicates decline in the effective population size [31] . Stability of the estimates was evaluated by five independent simulations for both SC and CV, with a total number of 2610 8 updates and a thinning interval of 10 000 so that 20 000 estimated parameter sets were derived from the posterior distribution [31] . Each chain had a different starting value, and identical sets of starting values were used for each locus (Table S3 ). Wide parameter hyperpriors were applied to simulations, which varied slightly between runs to avoid possible effects on parameter estimates (Table S4) .
We processed the output from MSVAR 1.3 using the program BOA 1.1.4 for R version 2.3.1 [53] . The first 10% of iterations were discarded from chains to avoid bias in parameter estimation where simulations may not have stabilised. Convergence of all chains was checked statistically using Brooks, Gelman and Rubin convergence diagnostic tests in BOA [54] . Convergence across chains is evident where the corrected scale-reduction factor approximates a value of 1, indicating the samples have arisen from a stationary distribution [53] . The potential scale-reduction factors for all three parameters were approximately 1 in SC, indicating convergence across chains (SC: N 0 = 1.00; N 1 = 1.08; T = 1.08) while in CV convergence was supported for N 0 (1.23) and N 1 (1.10), but less so for T (1.87). The last half of each chain was used to make a combined consensus chain of 50 000 data points, and summary statistics of the marginal posterior distributions for N 0 , N 1 and T were estimated as the mean, 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles.
Girod et al. [55] showed that MSVAR was superior in its ability to detect population changes than the program Bottleneck [56] , particularly with ,10 loci, but performed poorly where recent bottlenecks have occurred. Therefore, we tested for deviation from mutation-drift equilibrium within streams using the program Bottleneck v1.2.02, which detects an excess or deficiency of heterozygotes relative to expected heterozygosity and is most appropriate for detecting recent bottlenecks [56] . We performed this analysis within each region, for each stream separately (WH = 6 loci, SC = 8 loci, CV = 9 loci). Both the two-phase (TPM) and step-wise (SMM) mutation models were used, with Wilcoxon sign-rank tests. The variance for the TPM was set at 5% and the proportion of SMM in TPM was set at 95% with 10 000 iterations [56] . We also examined for a mode shift distortion in the distribution of allele frequencies, whereby the loss of rare alleles during a recent bottleneck causes an increase in intermediate allele frequency classes [57] .
Genetic distances
Genetic differentiation (F ST ) among streams within regions was calculated with Bonferroni correction using MSA. We compared the performance of two different measures of genetic distance between sample sites: G9 ST and D ps (proportion of shared alleles averaged over loci). G9 ST is a standardized measure that is appropriate for examining genetic differentiation between datasets with different numbers of loci, and among loci with different levels of variation [58] . It also accounts for the high level of variability common in microsatellites, which can limit the upper bound of F ST to be ,1 [58] . We also conducted analyses with pairwise D ps between sample sites (calculated in MSA) because this measure avoids equilibrium assumptions of G9 ST and is sensitive to genetic differences while controlling for low variation in allele frequencies among populations [59] .
Landscape data and resistances matrices
We chose landscape variables for analysis based on those shown to be important for D. tenebrosus occupancy, abundance or movement in previous studies, or those relevant to other streamamphibians (described in Table 1 ). To evaluate the relative importance of landscape variables on genetic structure in D. tenebrosus, we modelled landscape resistances among sites using the program Circuitscape 2.2 [32, 60] . Circuitscape utilises circuit theory to evaluate the contribution of multiple pathways to the dispersal and gene flow of individuals according to landscape variables. Landscapes are represented as resistance surfaces, with user-defined low resistance habitats being more permeable to species movement than high resistance habitats. One focal point per site was identified and pairwise resistance matrices were calculated using the average resistance calculation under the fournode connection scheme.
ArcGIS software version 9.3.1 (ESRI) was used to parameterise nine landscape variables, which pertain to topographic characteristics (elevation, slope), habitat permeability (canopy cover, landcover, stream vs. all other cover), or temperature and precipitation (frost-free period, heat load index, growing season precipitation) (described in Table 1 ; [20] ). Isolation by resistance (IBR) matrices were calculated from raster layers with a 'flat' landscape (all cells with equal resistance of '1') for each study region. IBR can be viewed as the equivalent of isolation by (log) Euclidean distance, but accounts for the finite size of the input landscape for each region, allowing its relative importance to other landscape variables to be assessed [60, 61] . All landscape variables had 30 m 2 cell sizes (with the exception of frost-free period and growing-season precipitation which were at 750 m 2 resolution) and each region was clipped with a minimum buffer of 500 m surrounding all sample sites to minimise 'edge effects' associated with calculating resistance values (as suggested by [62] ).
Cell values for each landscape variable were converted directly into resistances based on expected linear predictions of suitability [3] (Table 1) . For the categorical landscape variables (land cover and stream versus other cover), two different resistance ratios were analysed per variable to examine for variation in outcome (Table 1) . Geographic data for CV were obtained from the GeoBase online resource for Canada: (http://www.geobase.ca/ geobase/en/index.html (Canadian Council on Geomatics). For WH and SC, land cover and canopy cover data were from the 2001 National Land Cover dataset, stream data were from the National Hydrography Dataset (USGS 1999) and elevation, slope and heat load were derived from USGS digital elevation models. Frost-free period and growing season precipitation for both CV, WH and SC regions were estimated based on a spline model by Rehfeldt [63] .
Landscape genetic analysis
To test the relative effects of landscape variables on genetic distance we used multiple matrix regressions using the R statistics package (2.11.0). This analysis included resistance matrices of all landscape variables with genetic distance as the dependent variable in both regions (run separately for G9 ST and D ps ). Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) was applied separately to each region to find the best landscape model for explaining genetic distance between sites [64] . In accordance with Burnham and Anderson [65] multivariate models with the lowest change in AIC score (DAIC) and highest Akaike weights (v) were considered the best models, models within two AIC units of these top models were regarded as interchangeable, and models within 10 units of the best value were interpreted as showing marginal support.
Nearly all variables were included in multiple models with substantial or moderate support (DAIC#2); therefore we chose to use a model averaging approach. Model-averaged estimators often have a better measure of precision and reduced bias compared to estimators from just the selected best model [65] . To identify the combined effects of multiple landscape variables, we additively combined increasingly complex combinations of variables into multivariate landscape layers using ArcMap. We created multivariate landscapes by standardising all values for each landscape variable on a 1-10 scale (for every 30630 m cell) and summing the standardised variables. Variables were selected for inclusion in multivariate models if their relative importance was $0.60 within the model averaged AIC result. We accounted for the effect of IBR by adding the IBR variable to every multivariate resistance model. Multivariate pairwise resistance matrices were created in Circuitscape 2.2 and AIC was applied to find the best model for each region. We performed correlation analysis on all variables for each region to aid in the interpretation of the results, such that highly correlated variables could be identified (Tables S5, S6, S7) .
Results
Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium
After the exclusion of full-sibs (20-58%, mean = 38% of individuals collected per site), and individuals with .1/3 missing data (7% missing data for CV, 8% for WH, and 3% for SC), final sample sizes (n) were: CV, n = 387 (from 20 streams); WH, n = 213 (from 6 streams), and SC, n = 379 (from 13 streams) (Table S2 ). The number of individuals per stream available for analysis ranged from 10-86 (mean = 25.5618.3 s.e.; Table S1 ). In CV, no loci were consistently out of HW equilibrium across sample sites. In WH, three loci (D05, D17 and D25) showed significant deviations from HW expectations and were excluded from the analysis, while D05 deviated from HW expectations in SC and was excluded from this region (Table S2) . No loci were in linkage disequilibrium or showed evidence of null alleles after correcting for multiple comparisons.
Genetic differentiation between regions
Genetic differentiation between WH, SC and CV was moderate and significantly different (Pairwise F ST : WH vs. SC = 0.04; SC vs. CV = 0.09; WH vs. CV = 0.16; P,0.02 all comparisons) (Tables  S5, S6 ). AMOVA showed that 15% of the genetic variance was explained by region, 9% among streams, and 76% within streams. STRUCTURE consistently identified three genetic clusters corresponding to the three regions sampled, determined both by the ln K method and using the method of Evanno et al. [49] ( Figure 2 ). The percentage of individuals correctly assigned to their source site with a probability of population membership $0.70 was 81.7% for WH (mean % = 0.9160.005 s.e.), 61% for SC (mean % = 0.8860.004 s.e.) and 83% for CV (mean % = 0.9160.004 s.e.). Of those individuals assigned to a site other than their source site (174/251) 69% had assignment probabilities ,0.70, which may indicate poor assignment power. (Table S2 ). Allelic richness also showed decreased peripheral genetic diversity when correcting for sample size (n = 157) using six loci across all regions (WH = 11.6762.15; SC = 12.4862.60; CV = 6.1462.40).
Genetic diversity and differentiation within regions
Historical versus recent population decline
Coalescent-based simulations showed evidence for a 'stable' population in CV that exhibited virtually no detectable size change (r = 0.948), so T (time since change) could not be inferred (Table 2) . Current effective population size in CV was N 0 = 419 (HPD interval: 448-4571), which was ,33% lower than in SC, N 0 = 4286 (HPD interval: 904-19364). A slight historic population decline was detected in in SC (r = 0.802), estimated at approximately 849000 years ago (Table 2 ). Historical differences in population size were large, with a 94% smaller ancestral N e at the periphery compared to the core (Table 2) .
There was no evidence for heterozygote excess in any core sites (Wilcoxon test: all P.0.05) although two sites in SC (15.4%) showed evidence of a mode shift in allele frequencies (Table S1) . At the periphery, CV showed a heterozygote excess for 2/20 sites (10%, P,0.04), and an allele frequency mode shift in three sites. A significant heterozygote deficiency was found at the core for 5/13 sites (38.4%) in SC (P,0.04), 2/6 sites (33.3%) in WH (P,0.04), and for CV at the periphery, 4/20 (20%) sites (P,0.03) (Table S1 ). Results were consistent for both the TPM and SMM Wilcoxon tests.
Landscape genetic structure at the core No significant correlations were found between genetic distance and any landscape variable in the WH, including IBR, with AIC analysis showing that no models explained genetic structure better than a null model (all R 2 = 0.00). Furthermore, all variables were highly correlated in WH (.0.80, Table S7 ), and no further analyses were conducted for this region. In SC, multiple matrix regressions with AIC model selection showed some support for nearly all variables using D ps (averaged model R 2 = 0.45). Variables with relative importance (RI) scores $0.60 were land cover (1:5:10 and 1:50:100 ratios, see Table 1 ), IBR, and frost-free period (Table 3) , which were used for creating multivariate resistance surfaces for further analysis (Table 3) . Multivariate landscape analyses revealed marginal support for an IBR relationship, but the strongest support was for the model combining IBR+frost-free period (R 2 = 0.22) ( Table 4) . A two-variable model combining IBR, land cover, and frost-free period also had marginal support. Analyses using G9 ST were similar, with multiple matrix regression with AIC showing support for most models. RI values were $0.60 for IBR, frost-free period, canopy cover and land cover (1:5:10 and 1:50:100 ratios) ( Table 3 ). Only land cover with a 1:5:10 resistance ratio was used in multivariate surfaces as it showed the highest RI. IBR had the strongest model support (R 2 = 0.20), followed closely by IBR+frost-free period (R 2 = 0.18, Table 4 ). All other models (except IBR+LC and IBR+CAN+LC) had marginal support. Although IBR and frost-free period were in the best models for both Dps and G9 ST in SC, IBR and FFP were highly correlated (0.99, Table S8 ), suggesting that the best G9ST model, consisting of just IBR, may best explain genetic distance in the core.
Landscape genetic structure at the periphery
Multiple matrix regression analysis for CV indicated some support for all variables using D ps (overall models R 2 = 0.24), but RI values $0.60 differed from SC, and included elevation, heat load index, and canopy cover (Table 3) . Multivariate landscape analysis with D ps showed that there was no independent effect of IBR, but that IBR+elevation best explained genetic distance (R 2 = 0.13) (Table 4) , and these two variables were not strongly correlated (0.31, Table S9 ). Two-variable models including elevation had marginal support. Analyses using G9 ST revealed support for most landscape variables (overall model R 2 = 0.13) and RI values were $0.60 for slope, heat load index (0.71) and stream vs. other (1:10 and 1:100 ratios) ( Table 3) . RI was comparable for both resistance ratios for 'stream vs. other', therefore the 1:10 resistance ratio was used in multivariate models. Multivariate landscape analysis with G9 ST showed the highest AIC scores and equal v for IBR+slope and for IBR+slope+heat load index (Table 4 ). All other models showed marginal support (Table 4) . However, heat load index was highly correlated with IBR (r = 0.99), but slope and IBR (r = 0. 34), and slope and heat load index (r = 0.41) were not, but we cannot rule out a combined influence of both variables (Table S9) .
To summarise the main landscape genetic findings, our results for SC consistently showed an effect of IBR+FFP for D ps and G9 ST . However the high correlation between these variables means that the additional effect of frost-free period over simple isolation by resistance should be interpreted cautiously. However in CV, the topographical variables elevation (D ps ) and slope (G9 ST ) clearly performed better than IBR alone, with the effect of solar radiation (i.e heat load index) being another possible factor influencing landscape genetic structure in the peripheral region.
Discussion
By assessing only contemporary landscape genetic patterns, there is a risk of incorrectly attributing genetic patterns to recent landscape changes that are actually the result of historic biogeographical processes [11, 25, 66] . Our integration of both 'historical' demographic simulations and 'recent' landscape genetic analyses uncovers multiple drivers of population genetic structure within core and peripheral regions of D. tenebrosus. Historic range expansion effects appear to dominate current levels of genetic variation in both regions, with reduced N e and genetic diversity at the periphery. Despite this, we reveal categorical differences in landscape effects on contemporary gene flow according to core or peripheral location, with stronger evidence for landscape-driven genetic structure at the periphery, in accordance with our hypotheses. Our results suggest that range-wide species conservation, may be better informed by concurrent analyses of historic demography and contemporary landscape genetic patterns that encompass more than one study area.
Historical versus current demographic processes
In accordance with the 'central-marginal' hypothesis [1, 5] , our coalescent simulations suggest that the northern periphery of D. tenebrosus had a much smaller founding population than the core, which is in accordance with the previously documented northward range expansion [24] . The low genetic diversity at the range periphery is consistent with previous genetic studies of D. tenebrosus conducted in the region [16, 37] . However, our genetic data did not support the prediction that anthropogenic disturbance has led Values are presented as mean (6 s.e.) on a log 10 scale, and as converted values. Lower and upper bound Highest Probability Density intervals are within parentheses. T is the number of generations since population size change (runs did not converge for CV), N 0 = current and N 1 = ancestral effective population size. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0036769.t002
to recent population decline at the threatened range periphery [16] . Rather, our coalescent analyses suggest that historical range expansion processes likely led to the observed reductions in genetic diversity, N e , and the current stable population signature at the periphery. Smaller populations may be more prone to extinction and have reduced adaptive potential, which can inhibit or slow range expansion into new environments, resulting in a stable population signature [67] . Despite apparent historical and recent population stability at the periphery, effects of recent processes shaping genetic structure were evident in the greater genetic differentiation among peripheral sites than among core sites. Furthermore, evidence of location-specific effects of landscape features on gene flow suggests likely dependence on demographic characteristics shaped by historic range expansion.
Whereas ancestral and current effective population sizes are much larger in the core, our analyses indicated a slight decline in N e , potentially due to a loss of genetic diversity during range expansion [1] . However, this signature should be interpreted cautiously as our samples were collected across a weakly structured population, which may result in a false bottleneck signal [68] . Despite this possibility, the time since population decline is consistent with previous estimations of separation dates for two refugia identified for D. tenebrosus within the early or midPleistocene (1.7 mya ,800000 ya) [24] . Our estimate of effective ancestral population size in SC of 34994 individuals accords with that of Steele and Storfer [24] who estimated N e to be 31563 in the Columbia River Valley refugium. In the core, current landscape effects on genetic structure were evident within SC, but there were no effects within WH. The strong correlations between landscape variables in WH (Table S7 ) further limited our ability to detect meaningful relationships, which may be a consequence of the reduced number of loci and sites sampled that influenced our ability to detect landscape genetic patterns. It is also possible that the extent of our study area was too small relative to the scale of genetic structure in WH, or the landscape was characterised by very low resistance [69] .
Evidence for recent population bottlenecks was present in just 10% of peripheral sites with no evidence for bottlenecks in the core, where expansion signatures were evident in over 38% of sites. However, persistent population bottleneck signatures may not be detected where brief or even extreme population declines have occurred in the recent or distant past [15] . Our inability to detect recent bottlenecks in the core may also be attributed to low statistical power due to low sample sizes in some streams. Luikart and Cornuet [70] state that five to ten loci with 20-30 individuals should be effective to detect a recent bottlenecks using sign tests, but eight to ten loci is recommended for detecting a mode shift in allele frequency distribution with high probability [57] . Furthermore, N e may be retained at substantial numbers despite a decline in census size due to high gene flow among local populations or across generations [4] .
We conclude that although historic processes have largely created the underlying patterns of genetic variation across core and peripheral regions, current demographic processes continue to shape genetic structure.
Landscape genetic patterns
Spatial replication in landscape genetic studies, both locally and regionally, is important for testing the generality of inferences about gene flow and landscape effects [71] . The differential core and peripheral landscape genetic patterns we found were not intuitively predictable based on mean differences in landscape variable resistance within each region. For example, mean resistance due to stream versus terrestrial cover and elevation were 40 and 60% lower, respectively, in the periphery than in the core (Table 1) , but these variables were among the top models explaining peripheral resistance to dispersal. Additionally, solar radiation was comparable between regions yet was among the top models at the range periphery. This suggests that D. tenebrosus in CV has higher sensitivity to the landscape features we examined as compared to those in SC, and that the measured differences in landscape characteristics between regions do not necessarily predict the resulting landscape genetic relationships.
In small populations with low connectivity, we might expect greater landscape resistance according to topographic or land cover features. For large, genetically diverse populations, connectivity may be more influenced by broad-scale landscape variables (e.g. frost-free period, [20] ) that represent a species' physiological or behavioural limitations. Our results show that the larger core population most strongly exhibits landscape genetic structure according to geographic distance (IBR) (though less clear due to correlation) and climatic tolerance (i.e. length of the growing season), rather than physical landscape features. In contrast, there was a dominant influence of topography (i.e. elevation and slope) on the strength of gene flow within the peripheral region independent of geographic distance, despite the core having approximately three times greater landscape resistance due to elevation and slope than the periphery (Table 1) . Therefore, our results are not in accordance with expectations of resistance based on the differences in landscape structure between regions. This implies that multiple factors, such as population dynamics and genetic diversity, are strong drivers of landscape genetic patterns in addition to landscape features within a particular region.
Notably, Dudaniec and Richardson [30] show an increase in relative abundance of D. tenebrosus with site elevation (same sites sampled for the current study), indicating that census size does not equate to Ne/genetic diversity in these more productive populations.
Anthropogenic effects on peripheral landscape genetic structure were not detected explicitly (e.g. via the variables canopy cover or land cover), though solar radiation, which is postively related to forest harvest, was among the top models. However, Dudaniec and Richardson [30] show an increase in site relative abundance with time since forest harvest in the same sites sampled for this study. A temporal lag to detect a correlation between restricted gene flow and forest harvest effects may obscure our findings, as was the case for coastal tailed frogs in the Pacific Northwest (Ascaphus truei) [72] .
Encapsulating range-wide genetic patterns
Ecologically dissimilar habitats within a species' range can select for variation in adaptive traits that are likely to reflect landscape resistance to dispersal and genetic patterns [19, 73] . Also, differences in landscape genetic patterns may arise as the sample size of populations increases within an area as a result of greater genetic and spatial resolution of ecological processes [69] . Our sampling design enabled multiple spatial scales of genetic structure to be examined, with a wide range of distances between sites that are relevant to dispersal and genetic structure in D. tenebrosus [16, 36, 74] . Recent mixed ancestry for CV individuals with WH and SC is highly unlikely, given the ,400 km distance from CV to WH and SC, coupled with the sedentary behaviour and low dispersal capability of D. tenebrosus [34, 74] . Although our results indicate some shared ancestry between WH and SC (,150 km apart), our analyses provide strong evidence for three genetically distinct regions, validating their independent treatment.
The finding of greater genetic variation explained within streams than across regions (i.e. via AMOVA) may indicate nonequilibrium processes acting at different temporal and spatial scales, which can cause lower genetic differentiation between regions than that observed at lower hierarchical levels within regions (i.e. the stream level) [75, 76] . In D. tenebrosus, it can be expected that metapopulation processes may drive reductions in genetic variation and increased differentiation between streams within regions, while genetic variation at the regional level does not likely decline at the same rate.
From a spatial perspective, populations at ecological range limits may have a 'patchier' distribution, increasing pairwise genetic distances and landscape resistance. We acknowledge that the study area, and hence pairwise site distances were larger for CV than for SC and WH. However, previous studies suggest that a larger sample size and sampling effort is required in peripheral populations to capture the same proportion of genetic variation as in core populations due to stronger within-population spatial genetic structure [77] . Indeed, when controlling for sample size, patterns of allelic richness remained higher in the core than in the periphery, indicating little effect of sample size on our estimates.
Our results suggest that historic demography influences location-specific landscape genetic processes in core and peripheral populations of D. tenebrosus, but patterns are not consistent across regions with respect to the underlying differences in core and peripheral landscape characteristics. Although additional replicates of core and peripheral regions may help to resolve these disparate regional patterns, this lack of consistency suggests that historical demographic processes strongly influence our observed landscape genetic patterns. Although geologically recent colonisation has evidently shaped the lower genetic diversity at the periphery, these historical effects may act to exacerbate population sensitivity to habitat fragmentation resulting from forest harvest. Therefore, interactions between regional topography and anthropogenic disturbances should be considered for the conservation of threatened D. tenebrosus populations, and potentially other cooccurring, stream-associated amphibians. Our study demonstrates that combining both coalescent and landscape genetic analyses can help to disentangle current from historical processes that influence contemporary patterns of spatial genetic variability.
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